
classified as type M and, when classify
ing in the blue spectral region, slight ZrO
enhancements are easily overlooked,
the latter explanation seems likely. To
complicate matters further, the number
of MS standards is very small and at
least some of them have variable
abundance class.

From their position in the colour-mag
nitude diagram, the MS stars are esti
mated to have masses around 5 M0 .
Most of the carbon stars in the field
investigated by Wood et al. (1983) were
found to have pulsational masses
around 1 M0 . The luminous J-type C3C-

rich) carbon stars (Richer et al. 1979)
probably represent higher masses. The
J-type carbon stars are known not to
have enhanced s-process element
abundances while the N-type, non-J,
carbon stars have this enhancement.
Unfortunately, s-process element
abundances are not available for the MS
stars but would be very useful in deter
mining the relation between the two
groups of carbon stars and the MS
stars. This relation is at present not
clear, but the MS stars are more mas
sive than the bulk of ordinary N-type
carbon stars and may be more closely

related to the luminous J-type. carbon
stars.
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HO 187474: the First Results 01 Surface Magnetic Field
Measurements
P. DIDELON, Observatoire de Strasbourg, France

1. Introduction

The upper main-sequence chemically
peculiar stars (CP, see Preston 1974)
were the first non degenerate stars defi
nitely showing magnetic field with large
scale structure. The magnetic field usu
ally observed in CP stars is dipolar.
More complicated structures are
perhaps present, but their contributions
are certainly smaller (Landstreet, 1980).
As the star rotates, the visible hemi
sphere changes and magnetic field vari
ations are observed. The magnetic field
seems to play an important role in the
physical phenomena occurring in the
magnetic CP stars (diffusion, blanket
ing, structure of the atmosphere, ...),
and a better knowledge of it is therefore
important for our understanding of the
CP phenomenon.

The magnetic field is detected
through the splitting of a line into several
components: J1 components are
symmetrically displaced around the
central wavelength Ao, while a compo
nents are displaced to shorter or longer
wavelengths. In the most simple case,
the line is split into a triplet pattern with
three components: one undisplaced
:Tl: component and two symmetrically
displaced a components. These com
ponents are also polarized and their
polarizations depend on the magnetic
field orientation.

The mean displacement of the a com
ponents from the central wavelength Ao
is given by:

/::"A = 4.67 x 10-13 zBA0
2 (1)

for wavelength expressed in A; z is the
mean Lande factor of the a component

and B is the magnetic field in gauss. The
mean Lande factor of the a components
z is also called effective Lande factor
(geft). It appears immediately that this
displacement is very smalI, of the order
of 100 milliangström per kilogauss at
5000 Afor z = 1. Generally it is smaller
than broadening due to other mechan
isms (thermal, collisional broadening),
the most important and unavoidable
one is the rotational broadening.

The splitting measured in circularly
polarized light gives access to the aver
age longitudinal magnetic field, also
called "effective" magnetic field (Heft). It
is the average on the visible hemisphere
of the magnetie field projeetion on the
line of sight. One advantage of this
method is that by reeording separately
the right and left eireularly polarized
light, small relative displaeements of the
same line, between the two spectra, ean
easily be detected. Several different
methods of eireular polarization mea
surement aeross speetral lines have
been used to deduee stellar effeetive
magnetic fields (Landstreet, 1980).

The splitting measured in unpolarized
light gives aeeess to the surfaee magne
tie field (Hs), whieh is the average mag
nitude of the field over the visible hemi
sphere. The Hs value is then dedueed
from the displaeement observed on
c1assieal speetra. It is diffieult to
measure and very often the Zeeman
pattern of the lines are not resolved in
stellar speetra.

It is a pity, beeause Hs values are
more representative of the magnetie
energy and less sensitive to the field
geometry than Heff values. And Hs is

certainly more suitable to study the in
fluenee of the magnetie field on other
stellar eharacteristies (rotation, abun
danees, ....), o'r the eorrelation with
parameters of interest in CP stars
(photometrie index of peeuliarity for ex
ample). Moreover, the knowledge of Hs
variation, in addition to that of Heff, is
neeessary to get a better idea of the
field geometry.

2. Method and Data for Surface
Magnetic Field Measurements

As said above, the displaeement of
the magnetie eomponent is very small
and Resolved Zeeman Pattern (RZP)
can be observed only in the most
favourable eases, at least in slowly
rotating stars (Vsini < 10-20 km/s). AI
though CP stars rotate more slowly than
main-sequenee stars of the same spee
tral type, the sampie where Hs ean be
measured direetly from resolved split
ting is Iimited.

Few CP stars (34) have been mea
sured for Hs, among them only 12 show
RZP (Didelon, 1983). Extensive Hs mea
surements along the whole period of
variation are available for only 4 stars
(Landstreet, 1980).

In order to go further and to measure
Hs in a greater sampie, the differential
broadening due to magnetie field, must
be studied. The first attempt to compare
the widths of lines with different Lande
faetors was done by Preston (1971).
More aeeurate analyses must eompare
similar Iines whieh are formed under the
same atmospheric eonditions and have
approximately the same strengths. So
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Figure 1: This spectral region of HO 187474 shows a doublet pattern in a Fell line and a very
complicated structure due to simultaneous Zeeman splitting and blends of several lines.

the lines must, if possible, belong to the
same multiplet or super-multiplet, and
must have approximately the same os
cillator strength.

Several studies of that kind, more or
less derived from the so-called "Robin
son method" (Robinson, 1980), were
undertaken, but have been applied to
cool stars only. In fact, all these ap
proaches used the comparison and/or
the deconvolution of magnetic sensitive
lines by magnetic null lines or lines less
sensitive to the magnetic field (smaller z
value).

One kind of procedure directly fits the
profile of the magnetic line with 3 com
ponents. The parameters of these com
ponents are partially derived from the
unsensitive lines (Marcy, 1984). Then
the "deconvolution" is done iteratively
and finally gives the field strength and
the filling factor, which is the surface
proportion covered by the field.

Other procedures study the division
of the Fourier Transforms (FT hereafter)
of the two lines with different magnetic
sensitivity (Sun et al., 1987 and refer
ences therein; Gray, 1984). The FT of a
sensitive line is given by:

Pz(a) = Po(a)' (1-A + A cos (2:rcna0 6)) (2)

- Po(a) is the FT of a magnetic null line,
- A is a function of the mean orientation
of the magnetic field S, and of the filling
factor F : A = 0.5 F (1 + cos2S),
- 6 is the usual displacement of the
components given by expression (1),
- 0 0 is the smallest frequency obtained
in the FT, which corresponds to the
length of the spectrum analysed,
- n is an integer which gives the diffe
rent frequencies of the discrete FT.

The division of two FT eliminates
Po (0) and the Zeeman signature corre
sponding to the Zeeman broadening is
obtained. If the division is made by the
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FT of a magnetic nuilline, the theoretical
Zeeman broadening function which
must be used to fit the observational
Zeeman broadening function is reduced
to a simple form:

Z (0) = 1-A + A cos (2:rcna0 6)

Both methods use the same assump
tions and seem to have the same limita
tions. They assume that the magnetic
field is homogeneous on the visible
hemisphere, that the Zeeman pattern
can be analysed as a triplet, and they
suppose that the lines are unblended.
However, several attempts have been
made to study the influences of these
shortcomings (Gray, 1984; Gondoin et
al. , 1985).

It would be of interest to test the
application of the different methods to
CP stars, and to check if the magnetic
field values can be derived in rapidly
rotating magnetic stars. In that way,
slowly rotating magnetic stars must be
studied first to see if the different
methods are consistent and reliable.

Surface magnetic field measurements
with both methods require high resolu
tion spectroscopy with high signal-to
noise ratio. In fact, one must be able to
see Resolved Zeeman Pattern (RZP) in
faint lines or make a fine profile analysis
of lines with different Lande factors. The
unique combination of the CES and Re
ticon at the CAT allows to obtain such
data.

During two observing runs at this in
strument, in December 1985 and Oc
tober 1986, I observed several CP stars
at several different wavelengths. I want
to present here the first results concern
ing the very slow rotating CP star
HO 187474, of the Si-Cr-Eu type. It has
a rotational period of approximately 7
years, and is therefore a very good can
didate to perform the first tests.

3. Some Difficulties in Surface
Magnetic Field Measurements

It is obvious that people involved in
Hs measurements try to observe lines
with the greatest Lande factors pos
sible, and which at the same time have a
Zeeman pattern as simple as possible. I
want to mention here some patterns of
interest. The quasi triplet pattern occurs
when the groups of :rc and a components
are widely separated. Otherwise, if :rc
and a components are blended to
gether, the geff values listed in Beckers
(1969) cannot be used, but taking into
account the complete pattern and con
sidering the magnetic subcomponents
involved in the observed splitting, z can
be calculated. Another interesting case
is the doublet pattern; it is a special case
of the quadruplet pattern. It occurs
when the two groups of :rc components
have the same displacement as the
a component groups. Then only two
components are observed and they are
more easily resolved than 3 or several
components with the same z. As already
seen above, complicated patterns will
be difficult to analyse. This is illustrated
in Figure 1, which shows a doublet
pattern observed in a Fell line of
HO 187474 (the most simple pattern),
and at the left of this line a very compli
cated structure. This feature is due to 2
nearby Si I lines with complicated Zee
man pattern, and possible additional
blends with other faint lines.

It is also important to observe unsatu
rated lines. Otherwise, if they are too
strong, they will be collisionally
broadened, and information on the
magnetic broadening will be more
difficult to extract.

Moreover, as shown by expression
(1), the displacement is related with the
square of the central wavelength, and
the splitting is more effective towards
long wavelengths. That explains why
people try to find suitable lines or line
pairs in the red or even infrared region.
But the choice is then limited by other
constraints due to the earth's atmo
sphere. In fact, telluric lines of oxygen,
water vapour or other species pollute
large spectral regions which are then
unsuitable for good measurements. For
example a line pair of Fe II (73) at 7223 A
which would be very suitable for Diffe
rential Magnetic Broadening (DMB)
study is disturbed by a forest of strong
lines of atmospheric water vapour.

It therefore appears that the selection
of lines to be studied is very important
and very difficult. The choice is also
important because the Reticon length
limits the wavelength range available for
each exposure to 50 A.

This choice is not made easier by the
great differences in abundance patterns
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RlP, if possible. Five Reticon spectra of
HO 187474 were obtained in October
1986. They cover the following
wavelength regions: n 4488-4523,
n 5000-5040, n 5274-5314,
n6214-6265, n 7373-7426.

First of all, it is interesting to check by
visual inspection if the Hs influence on
the line prafiles is noticeable. Fram the
above-mentioned limitations and dif
ficulties, it is obvious that OMB effects
are certainly not easy to detect and
analyse in same stars. However, effects
are clearly visible in HO 187474. This is
certainly due to the low ratational veloci
ty and therefore the sharpness of the
lines. This is illustrated in Figure 2 wh ich
reproduces apart of the spectrum in the
lowest wavelength range. This range
was chosen because it covers a region
where 4 Fe 11 lines of the same multiplet
(No. 37) are present. Moreover, they
have approximately the same intensity
but have different z values. Two of them
are seen at 4489.5 A and 4491.8 A in
Figure 2. Their z values are 1.5 and 0.4,
respectively. The width difference is the
signature of the OMB effect. A small
blend is perhaps present in the red wing
of the magnetic sensitive line. Ta the left
in the same figure, a RlP is present.
This triplet can be attributed to a Cr 11
line. This line has the same Lande factor
(1.5) as the Fell line at A4489.5. That
one does not show a RlP, certainly
because it is tao strang (WA = 0.127 A).
This illustrates weil the difficulty and the
chance, which occurs in RlP observa
tion, as stressed above. Two small and
broad lines (certainly with high z values)
are present at A4490.5 and A4491.5.
The first one is definitely a Mn I line, but
the second one cannot be identified
with certainty. A broad blend of Ti I1 and
Gd 11 is visible at A4488.7. Finally, this
figure also gives an idea of the high S/N
commonly obtained with the Reticon.

After this qualitative and visual check,
the strength of Hs must be deduced
fram the observed RlP. But, as
stressed above, RlP is seen mainly in
faint lines that have to be identified.

•

4. The Surface Magnetic Field of
HO 187474 from RZP Study

In order to test and to compare the
different methods of Hs measurement,
the Hs first has to be determined fram

be as clean as possible, at least to per
form OMB studies. It is obvious then
that line identifi'cation is unavoidable for
the best part, and that the choice of
stars to be observed becomes more and
more difficult. In fact, it is tempting to
observe cool CP stars with strang over
abundances. They would have many
lines and the probability to see unex
pected RlP is increased, but at the
same time, blends will occur more often.
This prabability is also increased when
the rotational velocity increases, due to
the resulting line broadening.

All the above considerations show
that the choices of the lines and of the
stars to be observed are not indepen
dent. It is even more difficult to predict
with certainty which lines will be suitable
because the available atomic data are
neither complete nor precise, even for
common ions like Crll, Ti 11, ... Only the
observed spectra will show if the right
choices have b'een made, and the ex
perience will certainly bring up same
useful and suitable lines or regions.

og
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Figure 3: Resolved triplet observed in a Felliine.
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Figure 2: A portion of a Reticon spectrum of HO 187474. The points indicate two lines of Fell
with different magnetic sensitivity. Note their different widths. The bar indicates a resolved
Zeeman triplet in a Crlliine.

encountered in CP stars. Astrang, satu
rated line in one star, may be faint
enough to be used, or may even dis
appear completely in other stars. Thus
the choice depends not only on the lines
themselves, but also partlyon the
selected stars to study.

Finally, I chose several spectral re
gions, in which lines with great z are
present and can be observed in CP
stars, and other regions with suitable
line pairs for OMB analysis. The two
lines of the pair must be located in the
same 50 A region, so they can be ob
served simultaneously with the Reticon.

All the problems mentioned above ex
plain why clear RlP were usually not
observed in the expected lines, but
rather in unexpected faint lines (certainly
with large z value) which appear in the
chosen regions.

Another difficulty came from the line
identification, but also from recognition
and collection of the configuration, the
leeman pattern and the z value.

The line identification in CP stars is
not a trivial problem, even for strang
lines (that is, those which are visible on
photographic plates at high resolution
1-10 Almm, WA > 50 mAl. Such spec
tra of CP stars show unusual lines; lines
from rare and heavy elements, or un
identified lines of common elements (i. e.
Cr, Fe, ...), usually not seen in normal
stars. Even these strang lines are often
not weil studied in laboratory analysis,
and atomic data are missing. The situa
tion is worse at lang wavelengths where
atomic data are more likely to be miss
ing.

In that way, the identification of faint
(ta very faint) lines detected in high re
solution spectra with high S/N is a diffi
culty of first order. Moreover, the com
parisan of the strength or the presence
of lines within a multiplet is not always
possible due to the limited spectral
range of 50 A.

I want to point out that the lines anal
ysed must be free of blends and must

7



TAßLE 1: Resolved Zeeman pattern and Hs measurements

)... obs. ion identification z 1:>)... ß

4487.90 Crll (63) 1.5 .078 5.5
4502.61 Mnl (22) 1.5 .065 4.6
4521.68 Gd 11 (44) 1.91 .0985 5.4
4522.34 Gd 11 (135) 1.19 .056 4.9
5011.80 ? .048
5303.86 Fell (225) 1.14 .0815 5.5
5306.34 Crll (24) 1.63 .0845 3.95
6221.56 ? .122
6227.17 Crll (a) 0.6 .054 5.0

(105) (b) 1.8 .1525 4.7
6232.24 AI 11 (10) 1.0 .109 6.0
6238.93 Fell (74) 1.11 .10 4.97
6241.48 ? .130
6243.67 AI 11 (10) 1.17 .1285 6.05
6249.02 ? .117
6249.40 Fell Lund 1.5 .125 4.6
7420.32 ? .0955

(a): case 01 the lt components
(b): case 01 lhe 0 components
"Lund" means lhat the idenlilication comes Irom Johansson (1978) lable.

I tried first to identify all the "strong"
lines (residual intensity < 0.7) visible in
the spectra. I used for this purpose the
Moore table (1945) and the NBS table
(Reader and Corliss, 1982). Moreover,
for Fe 11, I used the line list prepared by
Johansson (1978). The Moore table
gives the configuration and then I can
deduce the z value from Beckers table
(1969). However, the NBS table does
not give the configuration and then the
identification is not useful for the study
of Hs effects.

Once the identification of the strong
line had been done, I selected the most
"beautiful" and clear RZP. When the
identification was possible I deduced
from the observed t'::.'A a value for Hs. All
these data are listed in Table 1. The
magnetic field strength is given in
kilogauss, and the displacement t'::.'A in
A.

Figure 3 shows a typical triplet ob
served at 'A 5303.8, which is due to a

HO 187474

high excitation line of Fe II (multiplet No.
225, z = 1.135).

Figure 4 shows an unusual RZP. This
quadruplet is due to Cr 11 (105). In this
case it is possible to calculate an Hs
value from the displacement of the
a components as usually, but also from
rt components. The two values are close
together.

With the doublet pattern shown in Fig
ure 1, the landscape of possible Zee
man pattern is weil illustrated.

Now let us see what is the mean of the
Hs strength. In Table 1, 16 RZP are
listed, 5 have not yet been identified and
12 values of Hs can be calculated. They
range from 3.95 to 6.05 kgauss, the
mean value is 5.1 and the dispersion 0.6
kgauss.

The distribution of the Hs values are
appraximately the same for the different
elements. So, if there is a patchy dis
tribution of the element overabun
dances on the stellar surface, it does not

greatly affect the Hs measurements.
However, almost all the elements listed
in Table 1 belong to the group of the iron
peak or to the rare earths. They should
have the same distribution and no differ
ences are expected. The only different
element (AI 11) gives a slightly greater
field (see below). Its distribution on the
surface is perhaps not identical.

I want to point out that on the one
hand the smallest value is very different
fram others, and does not fit the dis
tribution very weil. It is certainly due to a
wrong measurement of the resolved
pattern, which is not weil defined, or to a
bad z value. On the other hand, the two
largest values (6., 6.05) came from the 2
AIII lines. If we eliminate these 3 values
the distribution is restricted to the
4.6-5.5 domain. The mean does not
change at all and the dispersion is only
slightly reduced,

Hs = 5.0 ± 0.4 kgauss.

This is the first value of the surface
field available for HO 187474. It should
be compared to the Hs value of 2.3
kgauss deduced from the Geneva
photometry. The disagreement is impor
tant and questions the validity of the
relation established before (Cramer and
Maeder, 1980; Oidelon, 1984). Though
the Hs value is close to the application
limit of the relation, a better agreement
would have been expected.

The good quality of the data allows
not only to measure the displacement of
the components, but also their individu
al intensities. This additional information
will put some constraints on the field
geometry (orientation). In fact the dis
placement is related to the field
strength, but is not influenced by the
geometry. On the contrary the inten
sities of the components are a function
of the angle between the magnetic field
orientation and the line of sight, but do
not depend on the field strength. The
relative intensities of the rt and a com
ponents are:

Irt = a/2 sin2e
la = a/4 (1 + cos2e)

c
c
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Figure 4: Resolved quadruplet observed in a Crlliine.
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Then the ratio of their intensities per
mits the determination of the mean
magnetic field orientation.

Visual inspection of the resolved trip
let shows that rt and 0 components
have approximately the same intensi
ties. The measurements of their equiva
Jent widths give the following ratio:
Irt/la = 0.98 ± 0.2, which corresponds
to e = 55° ± 5°.

This angle is more or less related to y,
the inclination of the magnetic axis to
the line of sight. It depends on the field
geometry, but for dipolar field they are
closely related.



Figure 5: Zeeman broadening functions associated with different magnetic sensitive Fell fines
and the unsensitive Fellline (J.. 4491, z = 0.4). The fulllines give the functions cafcufated with
the parameters deduced from resofved Zeeman pattern (8 =5 kgauss, A =0.66). (a) The dots
represent the observed broadening function associated with the sensitive magnetic line J.. 4515
(z = 1.03). (b) Observed broadening functions associated with the magnetic sensitive fine
J.. 4520 (full dots) and J.. 4489 (empty dots). The two fines have the same z vafue (1.5).

6. Conclusion

A more extensive study, taking into
account all the observed resolved Zee-
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vations. A best fit would be obtained
with a greater A value or with a stronger
field. In fact, the determination of A and
B is not independent (Gray, 1984; Mar
cy, 1984). In the present case, I
assumed that the magnetic field
strength is weil known, and to my point
of view, the mean inclination determina
tion is less satisfactory. A best fit would
require approximately A = 0.7, which
corresponds to 8 = 51°. This value is
still compatible with the adopted 8 error.

The calculated ZBF of the line A4515
(z = 1.03) did not fit the observed one,
which is much steeper. A better agree
ment would require at least A = 0.9 and
so 8 = 26°. This value is no more com
patible with the inclination deduced
from RZP. This effect is due to addition
al broadening of the line and the most
probable explanation is the contamina
tion by a small undetected blend.

I observed another line pair of Fe I at
A7400 A, suitable for DMB study. But
the lines were too faint and the spectra
too noisy for that purpose. So the ZBF
of that pair cannot be used.

Finally, for the 2 lines with z = 1.5, a
good agreement exists between the ob
servational ZBF and the ZBF calculated
with the values determined from RZP
analysis. That shows that the Robinson
method can certainly be used to deter
mine Hs, at least in slowly rotating CP
stars. Because even if they do not show
RZP, it is possible to measure Hs. How
ever, careful attention is required to
choose suitable line pairs. Moreover, at
least several ZBF are necessary to get a
field value with a good confidence level
and to avoid undetected additional
sources of broadening or inaccurate
atomic data.
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lines by the division of FT, I scaled the
reference line to the strongest line. (Mar
cy, 1984).

The expression (2) is used to calculate
the theoretical ZBF for each line pair. As
I extracted a region of 0.63 A to perform
the FT of each line, the value of the
smallest frequency 00 is given by
1.587 A-1. The factor Ais a function of 8,
the mean orientation of the field, and F
the filling factor. The 8 value determined
above is adopted (55°). The magnetic
fields of CP stars cover the whole sur
face, so I assumed that F equals 1. Then
the A value is 0.66. t,. is calculated for
each line, taking for B the value of the
field determined above (5 kgauss).

Figures 5a and 5b show the compari
son of the observed and calculated
ZBF. The full lines correspond to the
calculated ZBF, with A = 0.66, the points
give the observed ZBF. The ZBF ob
tained with the sensitive (z = 1.03) line
A4515 is plotted in Figure 5a. In Figure
5b I plotted the ZBF obtained with the 2
other sensitive lines, which have the
same z values (1.5). The observed ZBF
of 1\ 4520, and A4489, are represented
by dots and circles, respectively.

The large value of A gives a very sharp
function. The ratio of Fourier amplitudes
at high frequency is therefore small (see
Figs. 1 and 2 in Gray 1984). The noise
will be dominant and it will reduce the
available points of the observational
ZBF. Due to that limitation, only 4 points
were useful in the data.

The agreement between the calcu
lated and the observed ZBF of the lines
with z = 1.5 is satisfactory (Fig. 5b).
Moreover, the two observed ZBF have
approximately the same values, which
confirms the reliability of the data. The
point of highest frequenccy (0/00 = 4) is
a little bit off the curve. This is perhaps
due to noise contamination, which
appears already at that frequency. How
ever, I try to better reproduce the obser-

In conclusion, the high quality of the
data obtained with the CES and the
Reticon allowed to make a fine analysis
of the RZP observed in the slow rotation
star HD 187474. So, the strength of Hs
and its mean orientation were derived.
This is one of the rare cases where the
orientation of the magnetic field was
possible.

I want to point out that it would be of
great interest to follow HD 187474 dur
ing the whole period. On the one hand it
will allow to determine the Hs variation
and hence, put some constraints on the
field geometry. If the inclination determi
nation is possible at all the phases, it will
also contribute to the study of the
geometry. On the other hand, if the Hs
variation is big enough it would be a
good occasion to test the different
methods of Hs measurement in slowly
rotating stars and eventually determine
their limitations towards small fields.

5. Differential Magnetic Broaden
ing and Fourier Deconvolution

The strength of the field and its mean
orientation can also be determined from
the study of DMB effects. It is interesting
to check if the Zeeman signature (also
called Zeeman broadening function) can
be described with the values deter
mined above from RZP. The Zeeman
Broadening Function (ZBF hereafter) is
obtained by the division of the FT of two
Iines with different z values.

It is not obvious whether the Robin
son method can be applied to CP stars.
In fact, it has been developed to de
scribe and study the magnetic field of
late-type stars, which have a quite diffe
rent field, similar to the solar one. The
main problem arises from Doppler shift
due to stellar rotation. Its combination
with the surface field distribution on the
visible hemisphere will distort the line
profile. Then the magnetic effects would
be more difficult to analyse. However,
for slow rotating stars, like HD 187474,
this difficulty is removed, and a test can
be performed with good confidence.

I studied the DMB effects on Fe Illines
present in the first wavelength range. I
used the line at A4491 A(z = 0.4) as an
unsensitive magnetic line of reference.
The three other lines have greater z val
ues and are more sensitive to Zeeman
broadening. Their wavelengths and z
values are respectively; A4491 A,
z = 1.5; '\ 4515 A, z = 1.0; A4520 A,
z = 1.5. The division of the FT of one of
these three lines by the FT of the "un
sensitive" reference line gives the ob
servational ZBF to be compared to the
theoretical ones. The equivalent widths
of these lines are not equal. The lines
with large z are stronger than the line
with z = 0.4. To compare "identical"
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man patterns, will be published later. I
also plan to pursue the tests of the
"Robinson" method and other methods
of Hs measurements.

This preliminary study of Resolved
Zeeman Pattern allowed the determina
tion of the surface magnetic field
strength of HO 187474, and its mean
inclination on the line of sight at the time
of observation.

Moreover, the comparison of ob
served and calculated Zeeman
broadening functions shows that the
"Robinson" method will be suitable to

measure the surface magnetic field, at
least in slowly rotating CP stars.
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The Clouds which Form the Extended Emission Line Region
of NGC 4388
L. COLlNA, Universitäts-Sternwarte, Göttingen, F. R. Germany

Introduction

Since the discovery of Seyfert galax
ies (Seyfert, 1943) and Quasars
(Schmidt, 1963) most of the attention to
these active galaxies has been directed
towards understanding the physics of
the nuclear non-thermal source, the
structure of the inner emission line re
gions, (the so-called Broad Une Re
gion), where the observed broad and va
riable emission lines are produced, and
the coupling between both phenomena.

Further out, there exist extended
emission-line regions with sizes up to a
few kpc and where the observed strong
optical, narrow forbidden Iines are
formed. These regions, usually called
Narrow Une Regions, are considered as
the link between the nuclear regions and
the outer interstellar medium.

Werk by Heckman and collaborators
(Heckman et al., 1981) and subsequent
Iy by Whittle (Whittle, 1985 a, b) showed
the presence of a blue asymmetry as a
general feature of the spatially unre
solved [0111] A5007 Aline profile in Sey
fert galaxies. This characteristic, not ob
served in the H 11 and starbust galaxies,
was interpreted as a consequence of
peculiar motions in the central regions
of these active galaxies. Models consid
ering outflowing emission clouds em
bedded in a dusty medium, i. e. the re
ceding clouds being preferentially ob
scured, or infalling dusty clouds, pro
ducing the opposite effect, most likely
explain these observations.

Oirect correlations between the line
width of the spatially unresolved narrow
emission lines and the ionization poten
tial or the critical density have been ob
served in Seyfert galaxies (Oe Robertis
and Osterbrock, 1984, 1986). This indi-
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cates some kind of stratification in the
physical conditions present in these re
gions, and covering a range which ex
tends continuously from the Broad Line
Region, Ne"'" 109 cm-3

, through the
Narrow Line Region, Ne ~ 103 cm-3

.

Spatially resolved spectroscopic ob
servations of the extended emission line
regions in nearby Seyfert galaxies are
crucial to understand how the physical,
kinematical and ionizing structure of
these regions evolve as a function of
distance from the nucleus and position
within the galaxy, how their structure is
affected by the presence of the nonther
mal nuclear source and which is the role
of the interstellar medium.

Observations

Observations of NGC 4388 have been
done at the Cassegrain focus of the La
Silla 2.2-m telescope using the ESA
Photon Counting System, the scientific
model of the Faint Object Camera (see
di Serego et al., 1985 for a detailed
description). In the spectroscopic mode,
the ESA PCO uses an array of
1,024 x 256 pixels (spectral x spatial di
rection) with a pixel size of 25 t-tm. The
slit width was 1.5 arcsec and the scale
along the slit was 1 arcsec . pixer1 giv
ing a totallength of the slit of 256 arcsec
on the sky.

Long-slit spectroscopy covered the
spectral range [0111] n 4959, 5007 A
+ H ß at 21 Almm giving an effective
resolution of 56 km . S-1 (FWHM at
A5000 A). Typical exposure times were
40 minutes divided into two periods of
20 minutes each. To monitor the
geometrical distortion and to make the
final wavelength calibration, HeAr com-

parison spectra were obtained after
each single exposure. The observations
in the various slit positions were op
timized with respect to the position of
the object on the sky in order to
minimize the differential refraction
effects. Finally, in each two dimensional
spectrum, the signals of three adjacent
spatial pixels were combined to in
crease the S/N ratio and to take into
account the seeing effects.

Discussion

NGC 4388 is a highly inclined spiral
galaxy located at the core of the Virgo
cluster and classified as Seyfert 2
galaxy. Long-slit spectroscopy was ob
tained at position angles 23° and
152°. The slit at 23° was positioned to
cover the direction at which a radio
emission region extending over 40 arc
sec was previously reported (Hummel et
al., 1983). Emission on the [0111] Iines
was observed over a total extension of
24 aresec symmetrie to the nucleus.

Contrary to the general behaviour ob
served in the [0111] line profile of Seyfert
galaxies, NGC 4388 shows a peculiar
red-asymmetry (Fig. 1). The overall
[0111] A5007 Aline profile is composed,
both at P.A. 23° and P.A. 152°, of five
clearly distinguishable components,
separated by up to 600 km . S-1 (see
Table 1). The main component, C2 , ex
tends over the central region from 3
arcsec NE to 6 arcsec SE. The other two
major components, C3 and C4 , appear
to extend over a region of ± 6 arcsec
symmetrically with respect to the nu
cleus. Finally, the smaller components,
C1 and Cs, are concentrated at the
centre. These components could be


